Inbreeding generates covariances between additive and dominance effects (breeding values and dominance deviations). In this work, we developed and applied models for estimation of dominance and additive genetic variances and their covariance, a model that we call "full dominance," from pedigree and phenotypic data. Estimates with this model such as presented here are very scarce both in livestock and in wild genetics. First, we estimated pedigree-based condensed probabilities of identity using recursion. Second, we developed an equivalent linear model in which variance components can be estimated using closed-form algorithms such as REML or Gibbs sampling and existing software. Third, we present a new method to refer the estimated variance components to meaningful parameters in a particular population, i.e., final partially inbred generations as opposed to outbred base populations. We applied these developments to three closed rabbit lines (A, V and H) selected for number of weaned at the Polytechnic University of Valencia. Pedigree and phenotypes are complete and span 43, 39 and 14 generations, respectively. Estimates of broad-sense heritability are 0.07, 0.07 and 0.05 at the base versus 0.07, 0.07 and 0.09 in the final generations. Narrow-sense heritability estimates are 0.06, 0.06 and 0.02 at the base versus 0.04, 0.04 and 0.01 at the final generations. There is also a reduction in the genotypic variance due to the negative additive-dominance correlation. Thus, the contribution of dominance variation is fairly large and increases with inbreeding and (over)compensates for the loss in additive variation. In addition, estimates of the additive-dominance correlation are À0.37, À0.31 and 0.00, in agreement with the few published estimates and theoretical considerations.
spite of a recent interest due to the availability of marker information (Ertl et al., 2014; Su, Christensen, Ostersen, Henryon, & Lund, 2012; Vitezica, Varona, & Legarra, 2013) . One of the reasons for ignoring dominance in animal breeding applications is the complexity and lack of accuracy of pedigree-based models to estimate dominance deviations. Dominance relationships across individuals were presented in parallel by Gillois (1964) and Harris (1964) . A readable account of the early development of the theory and a first efficient computational method can be found in Smith and M€ aki-Tanila (1990) , whereas a comprehensive review and description of pedigree-based covariance between relatives in the presence of dominant gene action can be found in De Boer and . In a population undergoing inbreeding, the increasing deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium generates covariances between breeding values and dominance deviations, and there are four genetic parameters instead of two. In practice, even when dominance is included using pedigree information, covariances due to inbreeding have been ignored. Therefore, there are very few estimates of genetic parameters properly considering the covariance between breeding values and dominance deviations in inbred populations. A recent review (Wolak & Keller, 2014 ) cites as few as eight papers; livestock is represented by one study on dairy cattle (Hoeschele & Vollema, 1993) and one on sheep (Shaw & Woolliams, 1999) .
In addition, there is a confusion on the correct way of constructing, from pedigree, dominance-related relationship matrices in the presence of inbreeding. Henderson (1985a) , based on Cockerham (1954) , suggests a simple method which is, however, correct only for non-inbred individuals. For inbred individuals, in spite of frequent assertions, this method provides incorrect estimates of dominance-based relationships. For instance, Schaeffer (2003) obtains in an inbred pedigree a dominance self-relationship higher than one, which is impossible as this relationship is the probability of genotypic identity, with a value of 1 for an individual with itself.
Improved rabbit lines are an interesting material to investigate inbreeding in livestock genetics. Time and criteria for foundation of the lines are well known. All pedigree is known. Lines are closed (i.e., no introduction of foreign individuals), and their history is well known. Number of individuals is fairly constant, and these lines are managed in discrete, or almost discrete, generations; a rabbit line created in the 1970s or 1980s (Baselga, 2004; Garreau et al., 2004) can have as many as 40 or 50 generations with pedigree recording and phenotypes for all animals. Thus, inbreeding accumulates in the lines, so there is accumulated inbreeding depression but also purge (Ragab, S anchez, & Baselga, 2015) . Inbreeding dissipates in commercial applications when purebred individuals are crossed, so it is not a nuisance for production farms. Even if there is negative assortative mating to minimize inbreeding, the latter accumulates steadily (between 0.007 and 0.010 per generation for these lines) and old lines of rabbits have nowadays average inbreeding coefficients of 0.30 or larger, which makes them ideal candidates for the study of genetic parameters related to additive and dominance genetic (co)variances.
The objective of this paper is twofold. First objective is to present an equivalent model to estimate, using pedigree and records, variance components in inbred lines using the full model described by De Boer and Hoeschele (1993) . This equivalent model can be implemented using standard (animal breeding) quantitative genetics software and methods, such as REML or Bayesian methods by the Gibbs sampler. The second objective is to estimate genetic parameters: additive and dominance variances, and in particular the covariance between additive and dominance effects, in three closed lines of rabbits.
| MATERIAL
The animal material and data are described in the companion paper by Fern andez et al. (E. N. Fern andez, J. P. S anchez, R. Mart ınez, A. Legarra & M. Baselga, unpublished data) . Briefly, this study involved three Spanish maternal lines of rabbits, belonging to the Animal Science Department of the Polytechnic University of Valencia (Spain). These lines have been selected to increase litter size at weaning. The analysis included all the data recorded from the first generation to the 43rd, 39th and 14th generations for lines A, V and H. The trait analysed is number of kits at weaning (NW). Inbreeding accumulates steadily in the lines at a rate of~0.01 per generation, and animals in the last generations are all related. Genetic progress is estimated to range between 0.00 and 0.10 weaned kids per generation (Fern andez et al., 2017) , depending on the line.
| METHODS

| Genetic variance components in inbred populations
The classical pedigree-based model considering additivity and dominance and their covariance in pedigreed, inbred populations can be written considering the total genotypic value as g = a + d, where a and d are vectors of breeding values and dominance deviations. De Boer and Hoeschele (1993) show that the covariance structure of additive and dominance effects in a population is are the additive and dominance genetic variances in a non-inbred population mated at random (i.e., the base population), r 2 d I is the dominance variance in a fully inbred population with the same allelic frequencies as the base, and r a;d I is the covariance between breeding values and dominance deviations in the same conceptual fully inbred population. Matrices A, D I , D R and C contain, respectively, additive relationships (twice the probability of identity of two alleles across two individuals), inbred dominance relationships (probability of identical genotypes across individuals and identical alleles within individuals), non-inbred dominance relationships (identical genotypes across individuals but distinct alleles within individual) and additive-dominance relationships (probability of three alleles identical across the two pairs of the two individuals).
Thus, a typical linear model can be written as
| Computation of additive and dominance relationships
Pedigree-based relationships included in matrices D I , D R and C can be computed (De Boer & Hoeschele, 1993) from the probability of the 15 identity states of Gillois (Gillois, 1964) . Equivalently, they can be computed from the probabilities of the nine condensed identity states
Þ(e.g., Jacquard, 1974) . More precisely, the elements of the corresponding matrices corresponding to individuals v and w are:
The probabilities of the nine condensed identity states were obtained by the recursive method of Karigl (Karigl, 1981) programmed in our Fortran software VRR (variance of realized relationships) using hashing procedures of the BLUPF90 package (Misztal et al., 2002) to store already computed coefficients; otherwise, computation time is extremely long. This exact method results in large memory needs, rounding the 100 Gb for the largest pedigree, and a computing time of around 1 day. The method used on the companion paper, based on gene dropping (MacCluer, VandeBerg, Read, & Ryder, 1986) , was tested, but this method was less accurate. In particular for coefficients in D I and C, which describe rare events, the number of iterations needed was very large (approximately 10 6 replicates, which required several days of computation).
| Equivalent model for variance component estimation
A second problem for the analysis is the form of the mixed model equations in (2). Most animal breeding software to estimate variance components, using either REML or Bayesian (by Gibbs sampling) methodologies (e.g., Misztal et al., 2002) , is prepared to consider random effects whose covariance structures can be expressed by Kronecker products having the form
where K is a matrix of given relationships across levels of the random effect, and G 0 is a matrix with covariance components (yet to be estimated) across random effects or traits. In the case of multiple correlated effects (for instance, direct and maternal) G 0 contains the covariance across those effects.
The covariance structure in (1) cannot be easily factorized as a Kronecker product, due to the fact that the covariances between a and d involve only a component of d. However, considering a decomposition of dominance effects such that d = d I + d R , i.e., dominance effects in inbred covariance structure (d I ) and dominance effects in non-inbred (or random) covariance structure (d R ), allows defining
. These two random effects can be thus separated in the linear model. It can be verified that d R and a are uncorrelated, as relationships in C are due to inbreeding, whereas relationships in D R are not. However, matrix
is still not factorizable as a Kronecker product, because each quadrant has associated its own relationship matrix. We can expand the system of equations expanding random effects with additional dummy levels (indicated by *) so that:
This covariance structure can be expressed using a Kronecker product:
The implementation of the covariance structure described above in (3) can be carried out using the following linear model:
Effects a* and d Ã I , introduced to facilitate computations, do not have associated phenotypes, although they need to be introduced as additional levels of each random effect. They only serve to create an adequate covariance structure. Use of (3) and (4) has the same mean and covariance as use of (1) and (2); they are, thus, equivalent models under normality. We can verify that the models are equivalent (Henderson, 1985b) as the matrix of second moments of the genetic part in model 4 is
With
Linear model (4) is achieved by defining the adequate levels in the data file. Imagine that we have three animals (A, B and C) so levels of a and d I go up to 3. Create three more additional levels for them, and make the levels of a go from 1 to 3, and of a* from 4 to 6. Levels of d I * go from 1 to 3 and levels of d I from 4 to 6. There are records on individuals A and C. Then, the data set has to presented like y a d I id 12:1 1 4 A 25:2 3 6 C where a and d I are correlated random effects, i.e., like animal models with genetic maternal effects or like random regression models. In this example, the relationship struc-
will be a 6 by 6 matrix, but the mixed model equations in (4) for the part related to a a* d
be a 12 by 12 matrix. This shows the reason for expanding a and d with additional dummy levels a* and d*.
In practice, matrix
is not full rank (for instance, non-inbred individuals have 0 values in the diagonal). Thus, this matrix was modified to a positive-definite one using
with values of a I varying between 0.05 and 0.10 depending on the lines. In practice, this is equivalent to adding a part of residual (or permanent environment) variance to the genetic variance component, and correct variance components can be recovered by postprocessing final estimates, as shown in Appendix.
| Models
To analyse number of weaned (NW), three linear models were used, whose description follows in decreasing order of complexity.
| Full dominance
where b is a fixed effect of physiological state of the female at conception (5 levels), s is a year-season effect (140 levels for line A, 132 for line V, 52 for line H), f is a vector with inbreeding coefficients and b is the (assumed linear) effect of inbreeding on the trait, a, d I and d R are additive, "dominance in inbreeding" and "dominance in random mating" genetic effects, and p is a permanent environmental effect of the female. Effects s and p are random with covariance matrices Var s ð Þ ¼ Ir p . The covariance structure of the genetic effects has been described previously. Inclusion of year-season as a random effect was shown in the companion paper (Fern andez et al., 2017) to provide estimates of genetic trend that were closest to experimental evidence. | 187
| Partial dominance
This model included only the part of dominance effects that does not involve inbred relationships, i.e.,:
, and elements of D R were computed from the nine probabilities of identity states as described above, and not using Henderson (1985a,b) or Schaeffer (2003) methods, which give incorrect values for D R in the presence of inbreeding.
| No dominance
This model did not include any effect of dominance although it did include the effect of inbreeding as a covariate:
| Estimation of variance components
Variance components were estimated by Bayesian methods (Gibbs sampling using flat priors) using the program GIBBS2F90 (Misztal et al., 2002) . All models were run for 100,000 iterations with 10,000 of burn-in and a thin interval of 50. For the full dominance model, three separate chains were run and combined in the post-Gibbs analysis. Convergence of the chain to the posterior distribution was checked by the method of coupling chains (Garc ıa-Cort es, Rico, & Groeneveld, 1998) . Post-Gibbs analysis included estimation of the effective sample size (Geyer, 1992) using CODA (Plummer, Best, Cowles, & Vines, 2006) . As a goodness-of-fit criteria, we estimated the Deviance Information Criteria (Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & Van Der Linde, 2002) .
| Variance components in a particular (present) population as opposed to the base population
Estimates of variance components in the full dominance model in (1) refer to either unrelated, non-inbred base population (for components r ; r a;d I ). For instance, in a real partially inbred population there will be diminution of r 2 a due to increased relationships and an increase or a decrease of dominance variation. Also, the covariance between breeding values and dominance deviations is 0 in the base population and builds up with inbreeding. Thus, interpretation and use of these variance components per se is difficult.
Typical questions for the geneticist might be in the current population (i.e., at a given moment in time), how much of the total genetic variance is due to additive variation, and how much is due to dominance? How much is the correlation between breeding values and dominance deviations?
It is known that a population mating at random with average inbreeding coefficient F has genetic variance ð1 À FÞr 2 a (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) . In populations not mating at random, another expression is ð1 þ F À AÞr 2 a with A the average additive relationship in the population (Cockerham, 1969; exp. 96) . However, little has been described for other cases. Sorensen, Fernando, and Gianola (2001) estimated variances at each generation using a Bayesian method, but this requires a custom implementation and was not tempted. One of us (Legarra, 2016) shows that, on average, the variance of the genetic values (say g, in a broad sense) of a set of individuals with covariance
k , where diag K is the average value of the diagonal of K and K is the average value of K. This expression is a generalization of Cockerham's ð1 þ F À AÞr 2 a above (Cockerham, 1969) .
From expression (1), we have that the covariance matrix of the genotypic values g = a + d is equal to
Applying the estimator suggested in Legarra (2016) to estimates of variance components, we obtain an expected estimated variancê
where matrices A p , D R p , D I p and C p are the submatrices of relationships across individuals in population p. In our case, these submatrices are extracted from the whole-population matrices A, D R , D I and C constructed using the whole pedigree. This estimator can be interpreted in terms of Bayesian analysis (Sorensen et al., 2001) as the posterior means of population variances conditional on a point value of the variance components. We also useV Gp to stress that this is a finite size population variance and not a variance component from the mixed model referring to a theoretical base population. Imagine, for instance, generation 1 as an infinite base population with variance r 2 a , then V a generation1 ¼ r 2 a . If for generation 2, a large set of full-sibs is kept (all individuals have the same parents), then V a generation2 % 0:5r 2 a . This total genetic varianceV Gp can be split into four terms:
• a component due to dominance structure with no
• a component due to dominance structure with inbreed-
and
• a component due to the covariance of additive and dominance effects in the presence of inbreeding,
Expressions reduce to the usual ones if there is no inbreeding (D I = C = 0), or if there is complete inbreeding (D I = C = 11 0 ). In practice, we estimated the following populational parameters: all the population genetic variances as expressed above, total genetic variances (V GP ), narrow (additive + dominance)-and broad-sense heritabilities ( b h 2 p and c H 2 p ), the additive-dominance correlation described above and the part of dominance variation over total phenotypic variation ( c d 2 p ). Populations of interest were individuals in generations 40 to 43 (in line A), 37 to 39 (in line V), and 11 to 14 (in line H), with roughly 500 individuals each.
| RESULTS
| Computational needs
Because high-order relationship coefficients are stored in memory, computation of probabilities of condensed identity coefficients across all individuals required, for line A, 100 Gb of memory with a computation time of 1 day. From the identity coefficients, computation of relationship matrices and their inverses is quite fast and straightforward (less than 1 hr). The required inverses of the relationship matrix are very dense, as it corresponds to a highly inbred population: in line A, with 6443 individuals in pedigree,
had 92% non-null elements. The block of this inverse corresponding to matrix A has 97% non-null elements (versus 0.1% non-null elements in A À1 ), which illustrates well that, in the presence of inbreeding, dominance influences the partial correlations of breeding values. Matrix D À1 R has 96% non-null elements. These numbers show that use of the inverse of matrices of dominance relationships is unpractical for large pedigrees. The Gibbs sampler took roughly 1 week for the "full dominance" model, requiring 12 Gb of memory.
| Inbreeding depression
Estimates of the inbreeding depression coefficient are shown in Tables 1-3 and go from À2 to À8 being clearly different from 0 only in line V. They were not sensitive to the different models. Estimates make biological sense (more inbreeding implies less weaned) and agree with results from the companion paper (Fern andez et al., 2017).
| Variance components
Estimates of variance components are presented in Tables 1-3 for lines A, V and H, respectively. In general, results of the partial dominance and no dominance models agree with REML estimates in the companion paper. In all the models, it can be observed that dominance variance and covariance (in full dominance model) components can be of the same order of magnitude as the additive variance, with r was clearly higher than the other genetic components. This agrees with Hoeschele and Vollema (1993) and Shaw, Byers, and Shaw (1998) . However, these parameters have no easy interpretation per se as they refer to hypothetical fully inbred or fully outbred populations; see below for populational variances. Also, inclusion of dominance effects results generally in decrease of the permanent environmental variance and sometimes of the additive variance, but not of the residual variance. This makes sense as the permanent effect captures non-additive genetic effects such as dominance. The covariance r a;dI was negative for two lines (A and V) but zero for line H, which is less inbred, and this is in agreement again with Hoeschele and Vollema (1993) and Shaw et al. (1998) . The DIC favours the full dominance model in lines A and H, and the model with no dominance in line V. Differences of DIC could be said tô
be important according to the rule of thumb given by Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) . The effective sample size is rather small for some parameters (i.e., r a;dI ) but enough to properly characterize the posterior distribution of the unknowns. Standard deviations are generally large, mainly due to the small data sets and low heritabilities of the trait.
| Populational parameters
The statistics of the relationship matrices corresponding to the populations of interest (the pool of animals in the last generations of each line) are presented in Table 4 . It can be observed that average relationships across individuals are quite high, i.e., 0.67 across individuals in line A. For comparison, unrelated (infinite) base populations have
is approximately half the average relationship,
þdiag ðC p Þ, as all these elements are self-coancestries. Estimates of populational parameters (variances, correlations, heritabilities) are in Tables 5-7, for either the base population or the chosen population of interest. As an example, genetic variance in the population constituted by animals in generations 11 to 14 in line H is obtained asr 2 a = 0.18 (from Table 3 ) times diag A p À A p = 1.114-0.266, givingV a p = 0.15. In the base population, however, diag A p À A p = 1 and thusV a p = 0.18.
It can be observed that, by construction, additive-dominance decreases from the base to the last generations. However, the total genetic variance is kept constant for lines A and V and increases for line H. In the two-first lines, the build-up of dominance variance in inbred structure is partially compensated with the negative covariance of breeding values and dominance deviations; this is not the case in line H as the covariance is 0. As a by-product, narrow-sense heritabilities decrease and broad-sense heritabilities stay constant or increase. It can be seen that, from the
. This is not an error. 
| DISCUSSION
Concerning the methodological part, we present for the first time a feasible (although computationally intensive) method to estimate, from pedigree, variance components for dominance, accounting for the covariance between breeding values and dominance deviations. The use of identity coefficients to compute relationships goes back to their definitions, and a similar strategy of storage of already computed coefficients can be found in Abney, McPeek, and Ober (2000) . These computations are always intensive as the matrix of dominance and its inverse are nearly full for inbred populations. We also propose a new equivalent model that allows use of standard algorithms and software for variance component estimation. Other authors, using different parameterizations of the full dominance model, had to use methods not yielding estimations errors, for example: the method of moments (Hoeschele & Vollema, 1993) , REML using Fisher's scoring algorithm (Shaw & Woolliams, 1999; Shaw et al., 1998) or simplex maximization (Abney et al., 2000) ; all the above examples were restricted to very small data sets. A problem of variance components estimated in these models is its interpretation, i.e., variance components refer to either a completely outbred or a completely inbred population, neither of which exists in practice. We thus present original definitions based on the ideas by Legarra (2016) to report meaningful estimates of genetic parameters for a given set of individuals, e.g., the current population. To our knowledge, this has not been addressed in the literature, except in Sorensen et al. (2001) . From these estimates, it is easier to estimate genetic progress or the covariance between breeding values and dominance deviations, e.g., in phenotypic selection. In other words, the genetic gain in the current population is D a ¼ ir ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi V a p p and not D a = irr a , the latter being correct only for the base population. This follows because the covariance between parent and offspring in population p is V a p =2 (Sorensen et al., 2001 ). For instance, in line V, this implies a relative reduction of usable genetic standard deviation from the base to the last generations of 1 À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi Estimates of inbreeding depression agree with the companion paper (Fern andez et al., 2017) . However, they do not agree well with previous estimates pooling the lines (Ragab et al., 2015) . Reasons for this are strong differences in modelling and use of the data: Ragab et al. (2015) pooled four lines and estimated old, intermediate and new inbreeding; further, they modelled the year-season as fixed and not as random.
In animal breeding, estimates of dominance variance range across 10%-30% of additive variance (Ertl et al., 2014; Misztal et al., 1998) , including a trait similar to NW in rabbit, litter size in pigs (Misztal et al., 1998; Vitezica et al., 2016) . These agree well with our results for the model considering partial dominance. A recent estimate in rabbits (Nagy et al., 2013) reports dominance variance roughly equivalent to additive variance; however, their work constructs the dominance relationships ignoring inbreeding (Cockerham, 1954; Henderson, 1985a) , something that is incorrect as all animals in the Pannon White population are inbred since 2004.
Estimates of dominance variance are scarce; estimates of the additive-dominance covariance are close to nonexistent. Conclusive estimates in livestock only include Hoeschele and Vollema (1993) , with results similar to ours, i.e., negative covariance between breeding values and inbred random dominance deviations. Wolak and Keller (2014) is large and r a;d I negative, as observed in our estimates. However, alternative explanations are possible. For instance, consider a biallelic locus, in the usual notation, considering alleles frequencies (p, q) and additive (a) and dominance (d) genetic effects, covariance can be expressed as r a; . This contains two products, 4pq p À q ð Þad and 4pq p À q ð Þ q À p ð Þd 2 . The total covariance considering all loci is (assuming linkage equilibrium) r a;
If, across loci, a, d and p are not correlated and a has zero expectation, then the first term
has an average of 0 and the last term
i is strictly negative. Thus, negative estimates of r a;d I may also be a mere by-product of the formulation of the model.
The consequences of these genetic parameters (in particular the negative correlation) are unclear at the level of selection. The most obvious consequence is loss of accuracy of genetic evaluation by using a simplified model, and this study needs to be undertaken in future researches. If selection was purely phenotypic, there would be a loss of genetic gain because animals that were good breeders could have poor phenotypes due to negatively correlated dominance deviations. Also, the role of mutation and purge has been ignored in this analysis, despite being sizeable (Casellas, Caja, & Piedrafita, 2010; Casellas & Medrano, 2008) .
This work was based on pedigree. In genomic evaluations using markers, many of the complications that arise in pedigree-based analysis disappear because identity at state of the genotype is observed, instead of its probability being inferred from pedigrees. Thus, covariance across individuals is due to uncertainty over the magnitudes of the additive and dominance effects a and d of the markers. Inbreeding and directional dominance can be accounted for as a regression of phenotype on individual average heterozygosity (Xiang, Christensen, Vitezica, & Legarra, 2016) or a similar measure like runs of homozygosity (Sili o et al., 2013) . Complications arise, however, from possible relationships between the magnitudes of a and d across loci (e.g., overdominance; Wellmann & Bennewitz, 2012). Finally, we stress the fact that these selected rabbit lines, with very complete data and pedigree, are an excellent but often overlooked material for studies in quantitative genetics. It needs however to be pointed out that theory development for dominance came greatly from work in rabbit lines at INRA (Chevalet, 1971 (Chevalet, , 1976a Chevalet & Gillois, 1977) .
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APPENDIX 1
In this appendix, we show how to rescale estimated variance components to the appropriate values in the case of using inverses with the form This can be proven because there are two equivalent models, one with the original relationship matrices and meaningful variance components: and another one with the modified, invertible ones:
Equating V and V* gives equivalences above.
